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The recent visit of Ma Hiu - China's Ambassador in Cuba- turned into a

good chance to learn about the main feartures of this northeastern

province and its strengths; all along his tour the Sino diplomat was

highly interested on fishing, sugar industry, mining and other

sectors.

The outstanding visitor that met with Vice-governor Yunia Pérez

Hernández could learn about several topics, among which stand out the

province's economic development, its socio-cultural characteristics,

and its potentialities for investment. Ma Hui was also interested on

the local beaches which are known for their natural beauty.

Hui was also interested in the beaches of the province which are known

for their natural beauty.

The visitor exchanged with the Vice-governor Yunia Pérez Hernández

several topics of his interest about the territory, among which are

the economic development, the socio-cultural characteristics, the

potentialities for the investment. He was also interested in the

beaches of the province which are known for their natural beauty.

Arrival of the Chinese ambassador in Holguín

The Vice-governor stood out in the welcoming words the close ties of

friendship between Cuba and China, a well as several surnames of

Chinese origin that are found in Holguin.
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The ambassador referred to the effectiveness of the actions carried

out by China and Cuba to control the Covid-19 pandemic, explaining

that both nations with the wise leadership of their parties achieved

excellent results in this purpose.

In the exchange with the Chinese diplomat, the strenths of Holguin

province for foreign investment were explained, together wirth the

efforts to achieve the sustainability of the National Electricity

System by boosting renewable sources of energy.

The fraternal meeting of a good chance to informed the Sino diplomat

about ExpoHolguín 2023 Fair, an important event slated for April 4th

to 7th, where national and international businesspeople will be

sharing business projects.

The Joven Club (Cuban Community Club) also presented its Technology

Park project, whose venue is under construction and will require

equipment to offer innovative services that will attract the

population of Holguín. A place that in addition to offering

recreational options will link its visitors to the world of

informatics and computing.

Before leaving the province, Ma Hui said his visit was moved to
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learning this territory and becoming a mediator to make the peoples of

Cuba and China come closer. The Chinese diplomat added that when asked

about another place in the island besides Havana where one can invest

and enjoy its beaches, he will answer without hesitation, in Holguin,

that "is the most beautiful land that human eyes have seen".
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